OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

WELCOME TO THE WINTON FAMILY
Thank you for buying a Winton watch, and we hope you enjoy wearing it for many years to
come.
There are many watch brands, both established and new, all competing for your business, so
we do appreciate you Defying Convention and Standing Out from the crowd as is the Winton
ethos.
Your Winton watch is hand made in Switzerland with premium quality components, such as
sapphire glass crystals and automatic movements, and is covered by a two-year international
guarantee against manufacturing defects.
We have exciting plans for The Winton Watch Company over the next few years, please keep
an eye on our website at www.winton.watch for developments we and look forward to you
expanding your collection or introducing the Winton Watch brand to friends and family.

Simon Hebb
Co-founder

Chris Holder
Co-founder

WINTON ANNING
Equally at home on the hills as in the boardroom, the Anning’s timeless design is for pioneers
and urban adventurers.
Hand assembled in Switzerland and water resistant to 100m, with sapphire glass, it will take
pretty much anything you care to throw at it.
Arabic numerals and large ‘compass’ pointers, make it easy to tell the time at a glance
and high luminescence on both the pointer and the numbers mean you read it no matter
what the conditions – whether night walking on the fells or flagging a cab in London.
Available with a Jet Black or Sunburst Blue dial, the Anning is modern, yet classic, and
celebrates the pioneering work of Mary Anning.

SPECIFICATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brushed stainless steel case
Sunburst Blue or Jet Black dial
42mm diameter
Sapphire glass
Arabic numerals with lume
‘Compass’ pointers with lume infill strip
Sweep second hand with red ‘dip’ pointer
Date marker
Exhibition case back with sapphire glass
Up to 100m water resistance

MOVEMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ronda R150
Swiss-made automatic mechanical movement
28,800 beats per hour
25 jewels
Nivaflex main spring
40-hour power reserve
Incabloc anti-shock system
Hours, minutes, central sweeping seconds, date

WHO WAS MARY ANNING?
Born in 1799 in Lyme Regis, Mary Anning helped her father Richard sell the fossils he gathered
on the Dorset coast. When he died, she was just eleven, yet she and her brother Joseph took
over the business.
In 1811 she uncovered the 17ft fossil of what would become known as an ichthyosaurus. 12
years later, she became the first person to unearth a complete plesiosaur skeleton – this
became the holotype, which was used to describe the species and that scientists still refer to
it today.
Despite her finds and advice given to scientists across Europe, whose papers relied heavily on
her discoveries and interpretations, she received no credit – and it is only in recent years that
her role as a pioneer has become clear.
At Winton we celebrate unsung British pioneers, which is why the Anning has joined our
portfolio.

